
SOON AS NIGHT FALLS

with. Danielle Keller

sosoon as night falls, in that very same spot, but yet sosoon as night falls, in that very

same spot, but yet sosoon as night falls, in that very same spot, even as many stores all all

have closed from stagflation, the. economic slowdownthe night folk don’t seem flowers at late

hours. Nosales man asleep on a of a milk crate, surrounded by but yet sosoon as night falls,

in thatheir the plastic petals covering around each ripple in the the this the wind any ti the

flower stand’s always open. a a pigeon sits with a broken wing. plopped on the dividing line

ofbare hands, let alone give it some safety of their home. the pigeon is not foaming at the

mouth or anything, but just to be associated with stories of sickness and death alate last

minute night groceryrun. a car drives dangerously. he tosses the a couple crumbs of doughy

bread, whed the first sign of rain is a streak of lightning and then followed by a glass



bottles rolling down the road is the first sign of rain the shoes on their feet once had soles

on them. their toes weren’t always crusty and yellow. they became that way once the bottom of

their sneakers had finally given out from hours upon hours of hitting the concrete and even

then it took a well for their tender flesh to adapt to cold concrete. when it comes to their

souls, some of the homeless were born with a disability and so could never had a  a chance to

make it out of the streets; whereas others had lives before night, a page of the past morning

newspaper soaks up sludge by the drain, it describes a woman found dead on the street, alone

and covered in bed bugs no bed — only three years ago she ran her own business, a travel

agency, before it shuttered, resulting in in her losing her home. some of the bottom text read

is smudged, but one line reads lol there actually is not foreclosure anything written after

this but th

traverseXXXXLabyrinthineXXXXXXcruelXXXXXXdark, wet, and

reflectiveXXXXXnetworkXXXXXlikeXXXXXrootsXXXXXcourse

throughXXXtheXXXlimbsXXXbaseXXXorXXXcrownXXXhidden

charactersXXXXXXstackedXXXchambersXXXXXbifurcationXXXXinter sectionXXXXXXXinner

selectionXXXXXXXobscured by the exteriorXXXXXXof an immersion nexusXXXXXXXXXXflanked by

towersXXXXXXXXsquareXXXXXXXXtightnessXXXXXXnested hissXXXXsquawkXXXXhydraulicsXXof a veiny

winding nonverbal

soliloquyXXXXfunctionalXXXXXstableXXXXXXerectionXXXXXXplexalXXXXXXcrossedXXXXXsuperlativeXXXhy

draulicXXXXX megafaunaXXXXXXXXXinvisible fumes of miasmaXXXXXsweet

perfumeXXXXXXXcarryingXXXXXXobjectsXXXXXXXXXXXin handXXXXXXXXXXXvery humanXXXXXXXXXXXjoking,”

zoned inXXXXXXXXXextortionXXXXXXlightsourceXXXXwavy hot refractionXXXXoff surfacesXXXXXXstop

rideXXXXXXXXred dragonXXXXsilhouettesXXXXXXXlockedXXXXXXXXXskulking

throughXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXChasmXXXXXXXXXXtunnels throughXXXXXXXXstable, angular



pathageXXXXXXXXXXXcut tthroughXXXXXXtheXXXXXwarpedXXXXnewXXXXXXXXXXXXfeel

anythingXXXXXXXXshockingXXXXXXXXthe glowXsecret llevelsXXXXXXXXXXXabove and

belowXXXXXXXXXXXlooping thrumXXXXXXXbackground outside of a headXXXXXXXXXXand heads a

blanketXXXXXXXa “The SorcererXdried outXXXXXXXX remnantsXXXXXXXXenmeshed with

theXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX graineXXXXXXXXXXXechoes of remainXXXXXXXXXXglowing

orbsXXXXXXXsceneryXXXXXXXXXXXmeandering ex-terior the structuresXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXrows of

structural complexityXXXXXX1 Thessalonians 5:2XXXXXXXXfollowing the

symbolsXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXbubbling

XXXXXendlesslyXXXXXXXXXXunderneathXXXXXXboilingXXXXXlighter flickeringXXXXXXXXXXXXXperipheral

apparitions out of viewXXXXXXXXXXXgranular detail lost up-onXXXXXXXXXXX

e audience won’t know. The length of this redacted text with make them wonder. as i have

wandered. et sosoon as

night fall, in t chemicals and drugs, can’t thin th GERM tattootooed across his right right

knuckle ckle. Th more er. “Germ,” the passing pay no mind by/leaving many exhausted and

cautious of their surroundings and strangers, especially getting out of the subway and onto

the street is slumped over on a thick pieces of cardboard on GERMis usually is slumped over on

a piece of cardboard on his side, wearing a leather jacket. looking at his tattoo, one asks

themselves, why, out of  of all the words in our language, has he chosen that one in

particular to permanently etch into an always visis many stores have closed from stae side of

a sleepless bodega.

almost being run over. cruising around in the moon can be dangerous. once the roads eempty

out, some people let their inhibitions down. the engines revs up and the smoke cackles and

pops. the dude on the bike yells, “people today don’t believe in shit. they don’t believe in

any of the 7 laws,” he hits the hood of the car, the driver beep, beep honks and yells some



curse words from inside his vehicle, “people today don't believe in a goddamn thing.” dle on

the curb has frozen solid. the butt of a cigarette is frozen into the ice like the sinking end

of of a self. sitting on a milk crate, he warms himself by tearing pieces of newspaper into

tiny bits, and then tiny bits, and then tinier bits, and then stuffing them into a black duct

tape coat, probably to use for insulation later. in front of him are two small packs of

napkins and a travel sized hand sanitizer, which seem as if they’re for sale, though who would

buy a pack of napkin the sun has just set. there are plenty of people still coming on-and-off

the subway. as each of them passes by, he says, “can you spare a dollar? all needy. all

jewish. spare a dollar? all needy. spare a dollar?. all jewish. spare a dollar?” nteresting. a

siren light the world up middle of street. pieces of a ripped up t-shirt following a supposed

gang of people fighting. a dark stain on the sidewalk that’s dark red enough to possibly be

blood. it really gives one the impression of how instantaneous these flare ups are. one second

a street can be the scene of a stabbing. it’s hasn’t gotten bad though though., then the next

it’ll just be a regular block. where they have a family heard running and yelling behind the

curtains of their 2 sti feel like i’m nostalgic about taring out onto the colorful blips f

swiveling seats, the dull sheen of darkened floor tiles, there is a bathroom past the sizzle

grill, it remains occupied. whoever must be the owner of the suitcase stays inside, grunting,

and he is also half-moaning, some would call it groaning before, of course, giving a

complimentary flush of the toilet. he walks up, and seems discombobulated, a piece of

shoe-stuck toilet paper on his shoe, leaning over the counter, he tries to acts natural by

seeming t about to add space to places to make people pretend to know what are written in

these lines.o so by asking about the midnight lunch specials. a sign saybright neon LOTTO or

streetlight stems. sosoon as night falls, in that vre, humans don’t human piss outside to mark

their territory, like the dogs who leave their shit on the streets n when it is shrouded in

mist. through inside every window is another window that is flashing and the back of people’s

heads while they sit on the couch and face away from the night. and

the turnstiles.during the day there’s usually this guy who has a bone deformity where his legs
are somehow tied behind his neck. he lays on on a mat of cardboard in a ball of misshapen
limbs, a coffee cup cup of dollars of him. it’s easy to see someone like him and think the
world sucks, but every day his cup seems to be overflowing. people even running beneath the
breeze of the overhead subway to chase after bills that had flown away from him. it’d be easy



to shuffle past with him shriveled up outside the pizzeria, alongside a plate so fresh the
steam on top of the tin lid has formed a mist. yet in situation as blatantly helpless as his,
it seems there’s no repressing that side of people which genuinely cares. in a city of
millions, it’s crucial to be cold most who pass by on the street, supermarket, or subway. most
of the time.the overhead tracks and two entrances take up an entire block and so it’s, by far,
the biggest thing around. subway stations in New York also have a bright yet empty very empty
glow from the tube lights on their ceilings, which oozes out of the outdoor stations. there’s
also a tall thin guy who walks up to people by saying, “can i ask you a polite question?” even
if they say “no,” then he’ll still pull up his baggy khaki pants sleeve, show them this huge
scar on his leg, and be like, “my mom told me to kill myself. i’m so hungry.” i’ve been sort
of watching this guy for a while and even gave that guy two bucks once just to see what he’d
do, but all i got back was a “please, two more? i’m so hungry.” enters a natural tunnel of
night. a is that a broken tooth? "stop it!all i can remember is one of my dad's faceless
friends driving us upstate, but stopping by st. mark's for beer and cigarettes. i got out the
car that night and almost got aimless between the porno shops and naked women with taped-up
nipples. my dad slapped the back of my head and tossed me back in the passenger seat. his
friend was slamming a colt 45, somehow navigating the malaise of black taxi cabs and outside
drunks. they hotboxed the car with cigarette smoke and listened to classic disco polo
cassettes. it was burning my strained eyes. all the songs were about lost loves. by the time
they rolled up the windows we were shadows in between trees and trying not to hit deer. i had
my head out the window, loving every breath. the car made snapping noises as it drove over
fallen branches and small animals. a woman on a motorcycle is waiting for the
light.lllklklklklklklklk by the latest hour, all our someone has likely broken out the
spirits. our bodies crave just for one thing: simply the the night to fucking end and for the
sun to be back..

END


